People are often overconfident in evaluating the correctness of their knowledge. The present studies investigated the possibility that assessment of confidence is biased by attempts to justify one's chosen answer. These attempts include selectively focusing on evidence supporting the chosen answer and disregarding evidence contradicting it. Experiment 1 presented subjects with two-alternative questions and required them to list reasons for and against each of the alternatives prior to choosing an answer and assessing the probability of its being correct. This procedure produced a marked improvement in the appropriateness of confidence judgments. Experiment 2 simplified the manipulation by asking subjects first to choose an answer and then to list (a) one reason supporting that choice, (b) one reason contradicting it, or (c) one reason supporting and one reason contradicting. Only the listing of contradicting reasons improved the appropriateness of confidence. Correlational analyses of the data of Experiment 1 strongly suggested that the confidence depends on the amount and strength of the evidence supporting the answer chosen. e remarkable characteristic of human >ry is its knowledge of its own content, nents of confidence in the correctness 'all and recognition performance
People are often overconfident in evaluating the correctness of their knowledge. The present studies investigated the possibility that assessment of confidence is biased by attempts to justify one's chosen answer. These attempts include selectively focusing on evidence supporting the chosen answer and disregarding evidence contradicting it. Experiment 1 presented subjects with two-alternative questions and required them to list reasons for and against each of the alternatives prior to choosing an answer and assessing the probability of its being correct. This procedure produced a marked improvement in the appropriateness of confidence judgments. Experiment 2 simplified the manipulation by asking subjects first to choose an answer and then to list (a) one reason supporting that choice, (b) one reason contradicting it, or (c) one reason supporting and one reason contradicting. Only the listing of contradicting reasons improved the appropriateness of confidence. Correlational analyses of the data of Experiment 1 strongly suggested that the confidence depends on the amount and strength of the evidence supporting the answer chosen. e remarkable characteristic of human >ry is its knowledge of its own content, nents of confidence in the correctness 'all and recognition performance are research was supported by the Advanced ch Projects Agency of the Department of e, and was monitored by Office of Naval =h under Contract N00014-79-C-0029 (ARPA -N'o. 3668) to Perceptronics, Inc. thanks to Mark Layman and Barbara Combs ir help, and to Helmut Jungermann, Henry ornery, and Paul Slovic for comments on an draft. lests for reprints should be sent to Sarah istein, Decision Research, a branch of ronics, 1201 Oak Street, Eugene, Oregon moderately valid predictors of that performance (Murdock, 1966; Tulving & Thomson, 1971) . Even when unable to recall an item from memory, people can estimate with some accuracy whether the item will be retrieved or recognized in subsequent tests (Blake, 1973; Gruneberg & Monks, 1974; Hart, 1965) . Although some systematic distortions in evaluating one's own knowledge have been noted (Koriat & Lieblich, 1977) , on the whole, people seem able to monitor successfully the contents of their memories. This ability has been regarded as important, if not indispensable, to the effective operation of a memory system (Hart, 1967) . Somewhat different conclusions have been recently emphasized by investigators in the area of decision making. In these studies (reviewed by Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1977) , confidence judgments were elicited as assessments of the probability that a statement is true. Appropriateness of confidence was measured by comparing these assessed probabilities with the observed relative frequencies of being correct (hit rates). An individual *is well calibrated if, over the long run, for all answers assigned a given probability, the proportion correct equals the probability assigned. The general conclusion from these studies is that people are rather poorly calibrated. Although higher probabilities are typically associated with larger hit rates, in an absolute sense the probabilities and hit rates diverge considerably. The major systematic deviation from perfect calibration is overconfidence, an unwarranted belief in the correctness of one's answers . Typical results have shown, for example, an observed hit rate of .6 associated with assessed probabilities of .70, whereas for answers assigned probabilities of .90, only about 75% are correct. Recent studies using a variety of question and response formats found that answers endorsed with absolute certainty (i.e., p = 1.00) were wrong about 20% of the time (Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977) . Subjects had enough faith in these expressions of certainty that they were willing to risk money on them.
Although overconfidence has been a pervasive bias in a variety of tasks, existing experimental data leave the underlying psychological process (es) quite unclear. Building on some speculations by Fischhoff et al. (1977) and Koriat and Lieblich (1977) , the present work looks at the origins of unwarranted certainty. To assess one's confidence in the truth of a statement, one first arrives at a confidence judgment based on internal cues or "feelings of doubt" (Adams & Adams, 1961) . The judgment is then transformed into a quantitative expression, such as the probability that the statement is correct. Unwarranted certainty might be linked either to the confidence judgment or to the translation of that judgment into a number.
The monotonic relationship between assessed probability and percentage correct indicates that people can monitor the correctness of their answers with some success Thus, miscalibration may be due primarily to inappropriate translation of those feelings into probabilistic terms. Such translation difficulties might be correctable bv proper training. In fact, a calibration training program that provided calibration feedback after each of 11 sessions of 200 items was found to be effective by Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (in press) . Their finding that almost all the improvement was accomplished after the first round of feedback suggests that what subjects learned was to make simple adjustments in the magnitude of the subjective probabilities they reported.
These results, however, do not preclude the possibility that miscalibration arises from the way in which information is used and evaluated when making confidence judgments rather than from the translation of these judgments into probabilities. The fact that the improvement in Lichtenstein and Fischhoff's (in press) subjects failed to generalize to probability assessment tasks with the same response mode but different content suggests that translation problems are not the whole story.
One information-processing mechanism that would produce overconfidence is tc rely more heavily on considerations consistent with a chosen answer than on con siderations contradicting it. Such a pre disposition could express itself either durin, memory search and retrieval, by gradual!; biasing the search toward evidence sup porting a tentatively preferred answer, < in a postdecisional stage in which th evidence is reviewed and confidence assessed. Whichever is the case, forcii? subjects to write down as much pertiner evidence as possible before choosing a answer or evaluating its validity shou reduce the selective bias in the utilizatic of evidence and result in an improve calibration.
In the first experiment to be reported, bjects were given two-alternative general-.owledge questions. For each question ey were asked to choose the correct -.ernative and state the probability that eir choice was correct. The debiasing anipulation presented an additional task:
write down all possible reasons that iTue for or against both alternatives and rate the strength of each reason. We uicipated that a balanced survey of the ertinent evidence would reduce over-•nfidence and improve calibration. To the •:tent that confidence judgments are biased favor of the selected alternative, the mount of evidence supporting that answer lould be a better predictor of confidencẽ .an the amount of evidence inconsistent -ith it. ,'c, with the mean for each of the six sets varying •om 64.2% to 64.9%. Five additional questions •->m the same pool were used for warm-up. The -tstions covered a wide variety of topics including »'ory, literature, geography, and nature. All had '*o-alternative format. For example, "the Sabines ' re P&n of (a) ancient India or (b) ancient Rome."
•-ubjects. The subjects were 73 paid volunteers '° responded to an ad in the University of Oregon '•'dent newspaper. Each subject attended one of *° identical group sessions.
-rocedure. Each subject answered two of the v sets of questions, the first under control instructs and the second under reasons instructions. Thê rol instructions directed subjects to choose the •rect alternative for each question and to judge I Probability that the chosen alternative was •rect by writing down a probability between . Finally, Subjects were asked to rate each reason on a 7-point scale according to how strongly it spoke for or against the corresponding answer (1 was labeled "weakest possible" ; 7 was labeled "strongest possible"). Each of the 10 questions in the reasons condition appeared on a separate page. The two possible answers were placed above the columns of a large 2X2 table; the words "reasons for" and "reasons against" labeled the rows. A space was provided at the bottom of each page to choose an answer and provide a probability assessment. The 10 pages of questions were shuffled before the compilation of each booklet.
For the first group of subjects, 3 min were allowed for each question. Since some subjects found this procedure annoying, in the second session only the first question was timed. Subjects were instructed to continue working on the remaining items at their own pace, spending an average of 3 min on each item.
Results
Five subjects did not provide probability assessments for all the questions or used the probability scale inappropriately. Their data were excluded from the following analyses. Each of the six sets of questions was answered by 9-13 of the remaining 68 subjects in the control condition and 10-12 subjects in the reasons condition. Since preliminary analyses revealed no systematic differences between the data of the two sessions, they were combined in the following analyses.
The appropriateness of confidence judgments can be represented by a calibration curve showing the percentage of correct responses associated with each subjective probability value. With perfect calibration, probability equals percentage correct and the calibration curve becomes the identity line. With overconfidence, the curve lies under the identity line; with underconfidence, it lies over the identity line. 1 The interval around each point represents the 50% credible interval using uniform priors (Phillips, 1973) . The calibration curve for the reasons condition is clearly superior to that of the control condition. The control condition displays the overconfidence typically observed in previous studies. Some overconfidence is also observed in the reasons condition, but it is mostly confined to probability assessments of .9 and 1.0. Table 1 presents the proportions of correct responses and mean probability assessments for the two conditions as well as several measures of the quality of the probability responses.
The over/underconfidence measure reported in Table 1 is the signed difference between the mean assessed probability and the overall proportion correct. The next entry in Table 1 , the Brier score (Brier, 1950) , is a strictly proper quadratic scoring rule which serves as a general measure of the quality of probability assessments. The lower the score, the better the performance ; a perfect score of 0 can be earned only by always choosing the correcanswer and assigning to it the probabilif of 1.0. The score can go as high as 1; a scorc of .25 will be earned by always choosing a; alternative at random and assigning it -c probability of .5. The three measurefollowing the Brier score in Table 1 are ththree additive partitions of the Brier scon developed by Murphy (1973) . The know! edge component is a function of proportio correct and is ideally 0. The calibration score is the weighted mean of the square differences between the data points i: Figure 1 and the identity line. Resolution reflects the slope of calibration curves. Thi term is subtracted from knowledge an.: calibration to get the Brier score; thus, th larger it is, the better. (For further detail on these measures, see These measures are extremely unstabi when based on small samples, such as th 10 responses given by each subject in eac condition. Thus each measure in Table  was calculated over the data from all sui jects. A modified jackknifing analys (Mosteller & Tukey, 1968) was used compare the two conditions. The indie listed in Table 1 were calculated for t control and reasons data 68 times, eai time leaving out a different subject. T results of i-test comparisons of the contr and reasons conditions over the 68 reduc samples are presented in the last colun of Table 1. As can be seen, the calibration and Brier icons for the reasons condition are sigtcjuitly superior to those obtained in the tmtrol condition. In fact, although the .aiibration observed for the control condi--jon is fairly typical for items with the ;*Tsent level of difficulty, the calibration f. the reasons condition is one of the best tt have ever observed. This improvement .-. calibration came about through both a irrrease in confidence (the subjects used ; responses more frequently and 1.0 responses less frequently, with little change ,r, the use of intermediate values) and an ..-.crease in the proportion of correct choices. The net result was a significant reduction us overconfidence from .091 to .028 and an improvement in calibration. discussion Calibration improved in the reasons "ondition in the absence of any feedback Carding the adequacy of the probability rodgments. This strongly suggests that Tagnitive biases in the assessment of un-"*rtainty (and not merely inappropriate translation) are involved in the overconJence observed in our control condition *ad in previous research.
The degree of improvement in calibra-•*» achieved by listing reasons is roughly 'wnparable to that achieved in Lichten-*«n and Fischhoff's (in press) Experiment 2 was designed to evaluate this interpretation by contrasting the effectiveness of instructions to write down contradicting reasons with that of instructions to write down supporting reasons. The task was further simplified by requiring subjects to write only one or two reasons. Three conditions were used, each of which had subjects first choose the correct answer, then produce one or two reasons and finally assess the probability of being correct. In the supporting condition, subjects were instructed to write down one reason speaking for the selected alternative; in the contradicting condition, they were asked to write one reason speaking against it; in the both condition, they were to write one reason of each type. If our hypothesis is correct, then writing reasons in response to the supporting instructions should produce no improvement in calibration, since those instructions roughly simulate what people normally do. By drawing attention to contrary reasons, both the contradicting and both conditions should improve calibration.
Experiment 2 was also designed to provide some information regarding two alternative explanations of the results of Experiment 1. The first involves order effects. Since the reasons condition followed the control condition for all subjects in Experiment 1, it might be argued that the improved calibration is due to some kind of learning or practice effect. Experiment 2 examined this possibility by systematically manipulating the order of the items within all conditions. A second alternative interpretation is that requiring subjects to work harder induced a more serious attitude toward the task and increased the subjects' motivation. If so, in Experiment 2 there should be little difference in calibration between the supporting and contradicting conditions and somewhat better calibration in the both condition.
Method
Stimuli. The same 6 sets of 10 questions used in Experiment 1 were employed in Experiment 2. All subjects received three sets under regular (control) instructions and three sets under one of the three experimental instructions.
All the questions were compiled in a booklet that also contained all instructions. The control instructions appeared first, followed by 35 questions, the first 5 of which were discarded in analysis. The remainder of the booklet contained the supporting, contradicting, or both instructions followed by the remaining 30 items. The order of the sets was systematically varied so that within each condition all six sets appeared approximately equally often in each ordinal position.
Subjects. Subjects were 200 paid volunteers who responded to an ad in the University of Oregon student newspaper. Each subject attended one of five identical group sessions. There were 66 subjects in the supporting condition, 66 in the contradicting condition, and 68 in the both condition.
Procedure. The instructions for the control conditions were the same as those used in Experiment 1. The instructions for the three experimental conditions all required the subject first to choose the correct alternative, then to write down one or two reasons, and finally to assess the probability that the chosen alternative was correct. The conditions differed only in the type of reasons called for.
In the supporting condition, subjects were instructed to write down in the space provided one reason that supports your decision. Please write the best reason you can think of that either speaks for or provides evidence for the alternative you have chosen, or speaks against or points against the alternative you rejected.
The contradicting instructions were similarly phrased except that they called for the best contradicting reason. The both instructions required one reason of each type. The rest of the instructions were similar to those used in the reasons condition of Experiment 1, specifying what might constitute a reason, and encouraging the use of statements conveying degrees of certainty in the reason provided and indicating the source of the evidence. Unlike the reasons condition, however, no strength ratings were required. The task was self-paced.
Results
Order effects. Since each of the six sets of 10 questions appeared with approxi- mately equal frequency in each of the six ordinal positions, the possibility of order effects could be evaluated by comparing the calibration curves for the first, second, and third successive sets of 10 questions over all subjects, and again for the fourth, fifth, and sixth. These comparisons revealed no systematic trends within either of the two blocks of three sets. The calibration indices for the first, second, and third sets (the control condition) were .014, .01". and .014, respectively. Pooling over all three experimental conditions, calibration sndices for the fourth, fifth, and sixth sets of items were .011, .010, and .012, respectively. It appears safe to conclude that the improvement found in Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to the order in »'hich the control and reasons conditions *'ere administered.
Manipulation checks. In evaluating the effects of the three experimental manipulations, 11 subjects had to be eliminated from the contradicting group because they wrote «nly or mostly supporting reasons. In fact, judging both from the behavior of subjects during the experiment and from the nature "n the reasons offered, subjects apparently Kmnd it harder to produce a single contradicting reason than either a single supPorting reason or both a supporting and a c; '
T 'ntradicting reason. Even some of the subjects retained in the contradicting occasionally used supporting reasons, errors seemed to reflect either momentary lapses or changes of mind as to *nich alternative was chosen, indicated by erasing or crossing out of a previous *nswer (without a search for a reason con-! ^dieting that new answer).
Calibration. The calibration curves in 2 clearly show that the strongest was achieved by the coninstructions. Producing both reasons resulted in a slight but . f * etna tic improvement, whereas the sup-' T Un S instructions had no effect. ,^ ^knifing analyses similar to those em-*"Val ' n ^xP er i men t 1 were used to »_. ate the differences in calibration '•Vctt.'«uv_ . i experimental conditions and respective controls. A summary of K the results appears in Table 2 . For the supporting group, the means of the supporting and control conditions were almost identical for each of the indices investigated. Although statistically insignificant, the effects of the both instructions were in the direction of improved calibration.
The contradicting instructions, on the other hand, resulted in a significant improvement in calibration.
3 Although the changes in proportion correct and mean probability were slight, their pattern is similar to that observed in the reasons condition of Experiment 1 : increased proportion correct combined with reduced confidence.
Discussion
The results of the contradicting group are consistent with the idea that overconfidence derives in part from the tendency to neglect contradicting evidence and that calibration may be improved by making such evidence more salient.
Although significant, the improvement in calibration achieved by the contradicting instructions was not as marked as that obtained by the reasons instructions of Experiment 1. This may have been because the reasons instructions required a more thorough and detailed analysis of the pertinent evidence than the contradicting instructions with its minimal requirement of specifying a single reason.
The fact that supporting instructions had no effect on performance suggests that producing a supporting reason is approximately what people normally do when asked to assess the likelihood that an answer is correct.
The failure of the both condition to produce a significant effect was unexpected. If supporting reasons have no effect and contradicting reasons improve calibration, then the net effect of both should be better calibration, assuming that the two effects are additive. The substance of the reasons the subjects supplied, however, casts doubt on this assumption. Contradicting reasons provided in the both condition were often of a somewhat different character than those in the contradicting condition. Specifically, the former were seldom independent of the supporting reason provided and were sometimes secondary to it (e.g., by qualifying it or doubting its validity). Manipulating the order in which the supporting and contradicting reasons were solicited would probably not have helped, as subjects could easily follow their natural predilection and write down the supporting reason first anyway. Another possible explanation is that in Experiment 1 subjects were asked to list reasons before choosing an answer, whereas in Experiment 2 they were asked to choose an answer before listing reasons. To see if this change in order could explain the difference between the results of Experiment 1 in which calibration did improve and the both condition of Experiment 2 in which it did not improve, we ran a new group of 44 subjects in a modified both condition with the order reversed. After responding to 35 control items, subjects were given 30 more items and asked to list one reason for each of the two alternatives:
In the space for "a reason supporting answer a," please write the best reason you can think of that either 1. speaks for or provides evidence for alternative a, or 2. speaks against alternative 6. In the space for "a reason supporting answer J» please write the best reason you can think of thl either l 1. speaks for or provides evidence for alternat' b, or 2 . speaks against alternative a.
After writing the two reasons, the subjects selected one alternative and gave a probability. The instructions were otherwise the same as in the both condition of Experiment 2. This new both/reversed condition produced no improvement j n calibration over its own control, suggesting that the order in which subjects gave reasons and chose an answer made no appreciable difference. Of course, there was no way to prevent the subject from covertly choosing an alternative before listing reasons, even when the instructions and format suggested otherwise.
The failure of the both condition to produce stronger improvement than the contradicting condition would also argue against interpreting the reasons effect in Experiment 1 as the result of increased effort. An effort hypothesis would have also predicted improved calibration with the supporting instructions, an effect that was totally absent.
Analysis of Reasons
The subjects in the reasons condition of Experiment 1 were asked to list all pertinent reasons arguing for or against each of the two alternative answers and to rate the strength of each reason on a 7-point scale. They then chose an answer and assessed the likelihood of its being right. The reasons were analyzed to gain further insight into the role of evidence in assessing confidence.
Six subjects who had failed to provide strength ratings or had used the rating scale inappropriately (e.g., used a .5-1.0 scale or provided strength ratings for the question as a whole) were eliminated from the following analyses. The remaining 62 subjects supplied an average of 3.17 reasons for each question. No subject provided more than four reasons for any single cell.
The reasons data were analyzed in terms of the type of evidence provided, the relationship between this evidence and the chosen alternative, and the relationship between the reasons and confidence.
The interrogation of memory for pertinent evidence. A content analysis of the reasons may offer valuable insight into the type of evidence people seek when choosing alternatives and assessing confidence (Collins, Warnock, Aiello, & Miller, 1975) . This cask was not attempted with the present data because of the great variety of substantive questions used. We did, however, examine the distribution and strength of reasons for and reasons against. This distinction is independent of the alternative chosen, unlike the distinction between supporting and contradicting reasons, which is defined in relationship to the chosen alternative. The former contrast may be most relevant to the process of memory interrogation, whereas the latter seems more pertinent to the evidence review stage.
Two aspects of the data suggest that when interrogating their memories for pertinent evidence, subjects are tuned more toward arguments for than toward arguments against. First, subjects gave more reasons for than reasons against. The average subject provided at least one reason for for 14.7 of the 20 alternatives while providing at least one reason against for only 12.3 alternatives, / (61) = 6.04, P < .001. Overall, subjects produced an av-erage of 18.3 reasons for and 13.4 reasons against, t (61) = 7.99, p < .001. Second, reasons for were assigned higher strength ratings than reasons against. The mean rating given the first reason for was 3.8; the mean rating of the first reason against w *s 3.5, t (61) = 2.92, p < .005. The same Pattern was found for ratings averaged ac ross all for reasons and all against reasons Riven.
Choice of answer. The choice of an d '
ter native was more highly related to for "an to against reasons. Pooling over all Rejects and items, there was a .61 point-"serial correlation between choice of alterna fve and the difference between the Urr >ber of reasons for given to the two alternatives (i.e., many more reasons for were associated with chosen than with rejected alternatives). The comparable correlation between choice of alternative and the difference between number of reasons against was only .42. A similar trend was found when predicting the choice of an alternative from the differences in the strengths of the first for and against reasons supplied to each of the alternatives. This analysis used only those instances in which for or against reasons were supplied to both alternatives. The choice of a particular alternative correlated .64 (n = 313) with the differences in the strength of the first for reasons (i.e., people were much more likely to choose the alternative with the higher strength assigned to the first reason for) and .29 (n = 241) with the differences in the strength of the first against reasons.
Assessment of confidence. In the following analyses, the reasons that the subjects supplied were classified according to their relationship to the alternative chosen as (a) for chosen, (b) against rejected, (c) for rejected, or (d) against chosen. The first two categories constitute supporting reasons and the last two categories constitute contradicting reasons.
Consider first the number of reasons produced. Pooling over all subjects and items (n = 620), the correlations between confidence and number of reasons were as follows: .28 with reasons for chosen, .17 with reasons against rejected, -.06 with reasons for rejected, and -.07 with reasons against chosen. Thus confidence was more strongly related to the number of supporting reasons than to the number of contradicting reasons. Notice that within the supporting category, the for reasons appear to have slightly more weight than the against reasons, a trend that is more pronounced in the strength data presented next. Figure 3 shows the mean assessed probability as a function of the strength of the first reason, for each of the four categories of reasons (a strength of zero means that no reason of that type was given). The assessed probabilities were most strongly related to the strength of for chosen reasons; with strengths less than 3, the mean probability was below .6, whereas for strength ratings of 7, the mean probability was .9. The correlations between assessed probability and the strength of the first reason for the data included in Figure 3 were as follows: .66 for reasons for chosen, .39 for reasons against rejected, .00 for reasons for rejected, and -.02 for reasons against chosen. Here, too, the greater relevance of supporting reasons (and to a lesser extent reasons for) is apparent. Figure 3 ignores the number of reasons supplied. The sum of the strengths of all the reasons produced seems to capture better the impact of all evidence for or against an answer. Confidence correlated .56 with the sum of strengths of reasons for chosen, .37 for reasons against rejected, .03 for reasons for rejected, and .00 for reasons against chosen. Thus, the amount of contradicting evidence (for rejected, against chosen) appears to have no bearing on confidence. Once again, positive evidence (favoring the selected alternative) seems to count more than negative evidence (against the rejected alternative).
General Discussion
The present studies seem to shed some light on the process by which confidence is determined and on the origins of ft most pervasive bias in calibration, O y * confidence. In understanding the resnl *' it is helpful to conceptualize the confi(j en ' assessment task as having two cognjt' stages. The first stage involves search}/ one's knowledge; this stage ends when â nswer is chosen. During the second stag ' the evidence is reviewed and confiden in the chosen alternative is assessed.
We have shown that calibration can be significantly improved by requiring peopl to explicate all considerations that seem pertinent to their decision. The results suggest two biases in how people elicit and use their own knowledge, one bias corresponding to each cognitive stage.
The first bias involves favoring positive rather than negative evidence (i.e., reasons for over reasons against). Evidence of this bias was found in Experiment 1: Subjects produced more reasons for than reasons against, reasons for were given higher strength ratings, and both the number and strength ratings of reasons for were better predictors of the chosen answer.
The procedures of Experiment 1 may have induced or augmented this bias. Forcing subjects to choose the correct alternative may have focused their attention on reasons for. Conceivably, a bias toward reasons against might be exhibited with instructions to choose the incorrect alternative. Although the two types of instructions are logically equivalent (for twoalternative forced-choice items), they may not be psychologically equivalent. Another way of studying the possibility that format affects the tendency to produce positive evidence would be to present to four different groups the four variations of naturally dichotomous true/false items (e.g., gazpacho soup is served hot/ ... is served cold/ ... is not served hot/ ... is not served cold). A general preference for positive evidence would produce a different pattern of reasons across the four variations than would a bias induced by the positive or negative wording of the items.
The bias against negative evidence found here is similar to the difficulties people have in accepting the relevance of negative evidence in logical inference tasks (JohnsonLaird & Wason, 1977) as well as the neglect nf negative examples in judgments of correlation (e.g., Smedslund, 1963) .
The second bias in confidence assessment is a tendency to disregard evidence inconsistent with (contradictory to) the chosen answer. Particularly striking evidence for this bias came from Experiment 2. Asking subjects to write a supporting reason did not affect their calibration (presumably because they were already thinking of these reasons), whereas asking them to write a contradicting reason did. Although writing a contradicting reason did improve the realism of subjects' confidence assessments, the subjects found the task difficult; far more instances of producing no reason, or a wrong reason, were observed under the contradictory instructions than under the supporting instructions.
The correlational analyses of Experiment 1 showed that whatever measure was used 'the number of reasons produced, the strength of the first reason, or the sum of the strengths of all the reasons), the assessment of confidence was heavily based on the evidence supporting the answer chosen, and not on the evidence supporting the rejected reason. These results give rise to a seeming paradox: How can it be that forcing people to give contradicting reasons leads to improved calibration (as shown in Experiment 2), yet correlational analysis reveals no relationship between the strength°r number of contradicting reasons and the probabilistic responses? This paradox is more apparent than real. The results may <>e understood by supposing that the requirement to give contradictory reasons reduces one's overall confidence, so a difference in calibration is found between conditions. The correlational data, howe \er, reflect relationships within the reasons condition. Apparently, once in that condition, even while feeling less confident in general, one still relies on supporting rather than contradicting evidence to select one's relative degree of confidence for specific 'terns. *t is unclear whether this biased approach to evidence affects only the confidence assessment stage or also the earlier recruitment of information in choosing an answer. One could imagine an unbiased search for information that quickly generated a predilection for one of the choices. Subsequent search is then directed toward considerations supporting the favored alternative. In this light, the reasons manipulation succeeded by forcing a more systematic exploration of pertinent considerations before choosing an answer, as well as by lowering confidence during the postdecisional review process.
Again, we must be aware that the format used might have contributed to the bias. Asking subjects to give the probability that their chosen answer was incorrect could conceivably lead them to rely on contradicting (for rejected and against chosen] reasons when assessing confidence.
We do not fully understand why the both condition in Experiment 2 did not improve calibration. It may be that the bias toward supporting evidence is so strong that explicitly eliciting even one supporting reason establishes the bias unless, as in Experiment 1, all possible contradicting reasons are sought. This would explain why the contradicting reasons supplied by the both group were often subsidiary to the supporting reasons.
Although further research is clearlyneeded, we can derive some practical advice from the present results. People who are interested in properly assessing how much they know should work harder in recruiting and weighing evidence. However, that extra effort is likely to be of little avail unless it is directed toward recruiting contradicting reasons.
This message echoes a recurrent conclusion of research designed to reduce cognitive biases. \Yorking harder will have little effect unless combined with a task restructuring that facilitates more optimal cognitive functioning. For example, Fischhoff (1977) found that hindsight bias was not reduced by mere exhortation to work harder or even explicit warning about its possible presence. It was, however, greatly reduced by having subjects write a short statement regarding how they would have explained the occurrence of an event that did not happen ), a manipulation not unlike the present enforced search for contradictory reasons.
